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Association rules mining with the Chinese social insurance fund dataset can efectively discover diferent kinds of errors, ir-
regularities, and illegal acts by providing auditors with relationships among the items and therefore improve auditing quality and
efciency. However, traditional positive and negative association rules (PNARs) mining algorithms inevitably produce too many
meaningless or contradictory rules when these two types of rules are mined simultaneously, which brings a huge challenge to
auditors retrieving decision information. Aimed to reduce the quantity of low-reliability PNARs without missing interesting rules,
this paper frst proposes an improved PNARs mining algorithm with minimum correlation and triple confdence threshold to
control the mined rules number by narrowing the range of confdence settings. Ten, a novel pruning algorithm based on the
inclusion relation of the rule’s antecedent and consequent is given to remove those redundant rules. After that, the proposed
optimized PNARs mining approach is applied to the Chinese social insurance fund dataset starting with audit features infuence
factors mining using the Hash table. Te experimental results with diferent datasets show that the proposed framework not only
can ensure efective and interesting rules extraction but also has better performance than traditional approaches in both accuracy
and efciency, reducing the number of redundant PNARs by over 70.1% with experimental datasets and average 78.5% with
auditing data mining, respectively.

1. Introduction

As has been shown that auditing plays a paramount role in
the process of realizing efective national governance, en-
suring healthy and scientifc social and economic develop-
ment around the world [1, 2]. In the era of big data, most
governments and companies have accumulated a large
amount of management and transaction data with the de-
velopment of information technology. Similarly, heteroge-
neous and various types of big data are creating serious
troubles in the auditing feld since it is extremely difcult and
cumbersome to manually fnd accounting irregularities and
fnancial fraud information from the data itself at the surface
level [3, 4]. As an example, in 2022, nearly twenty-three
million declarations, payments, treatments, and other re-
cords were submitted to the Social Insurance Fund In-
formation Centre of a province in China every month,

containing abundant information along with errors, irreg-
ularities, and illegal acts [5]. For auditors, it is a challenging
task to identify those abnormal economic behaviors from the
huge amount of data currently. Furthermore, traditional
audit methods only analyze data accuracy and integrity
without discovering the hidden relationship between vari-
ables, resulting in low quality and efciency in auditing
[6, 7]. With the change of objectives, tasks, emphases, and
modes of national governance, the strategies and methods
for auditing should also change accordingly, therefore fa-
cilitating fraud clues fnding [8, 9]. Many studies [6, 8, 9]
have proposed several association rule mining methods
aimed at exploring the relationships among felds in audit
databases, helping the auditors’ decision-making with ac-
curate information, including not only positive association
rules (PARs) but also negative association rules (NARs),
simultaneously. In particular, those NARs provide richer
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and more valuable information for the auditors compared to
PARs for the reason that the auditors’ main task is to fnd
fraud clues from large-scale datasets. Nevertheless, it may
inevitably produce a large number of irrelevant rules while
omitting some interesting ones during the mining process.
Furthermore, some researchers attempted to propose so-
lutions that can reduce the number of PARs [10–13]. Still,
these approaches are difcult to limit the number of low-
reliability rules and easy to miss some interesting rules
because of the support-confdence framework [14].

Particularly, the existing association rules mining
methods do not work well when mining PARs and NARs
simultaneously with Chinese social insurance fund data, and
the reasons can be summarized as follows: (1) almost similar
data frequently appear in audit databases; for example, the
province’s social insurance fund data of last month is almost
the same as those of current month; (2) the attribute types in
the auditing dataset have a variety of sorts, including not
only numeric data with decimal but also textual data; (3) part
of values in the datasets are described using abbreviations or
typos, making the data lack standardization. Additionally,
only a few studies have involved the association rules mining
in the feld of big data auditing until now [15, 16]. How to
control the number of mined positive and negative asso-
ciation rules (PNARs) according to the features of the audit
data has become an increasingly imminent problem to be
solved.

Based on the above analysis, this paper intends to de-
velop an optimized positive and negative association rules
mining framework for Chinese social insurance fund data to
promote the process of standardizing audit. Te main idea is
frst to propose the triple confdence thresholds setting
method according to the confdence values changes with
items support degree, then present a PNARs mining algo-
rithm with the minimum correlation and triple confdence,
and is followed by an association rules pruning algorithm to
remove those worthless rules using the inclusion relation of
rules’ antecedent and consequent. After that, we investigate
and give audit features infuence factors mining based on the
Hash table and present its application in Chinese social
insurance fund data auditing in the end. Te main contri-
butions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(i) An optimized positive and negative association
rules mining algorithm based on the minimum
correlation and triple confdence (PNARs_M) is
proposed, which can not only mine strong PNARs
but also control the number of rules with various
types fexibly.

(ii) A novel redundant association rules pruning al-
gorithm based on the inclusion relation (PNARs_P)
is given to further remove those meaningless rules,
which has not been involved in previous studies to
the best of our knowledge.

(iii) An audit features infuence factors mining algo-
rithm based on a Hash table (AFIFM_H) is pro-
posed, which reduces the potential collisions and
improves the mining efciency.

(iv) Tese algorithms are applied to the Chinese social
insurance fund auditing dataset, and the results
indicate the better feasibility and efectiveness of the
proposed approach by reducing the number of rules
without missing interesting ones.

Te rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Te next
section is devoted to a literature review of related PNARs
mining techniques and their application in the audit feld
and is followed by some basic concepts and existing research
results about confdence among four types of association
rules in Section 3. Section 4 proposes the main framework
and methodology for the optimized PNARs mining strategy.
Ten, Section 5 details the proposed framework application
in Chinese audit dataset analysis. Te fnal section presents
conclusions and discusses emerging directions for future
research.

2. Literature Review

In this section, we will discuss the related PNARs mining
techniques and then present their applications in the
audit feld.

2.1. PNARs Mining Techniques. As an important technique
in data mining, association rule analysis can extract implicit
relations among data items that occur frequently together in
many felds [13, 15–18]. Agrawal and Imieliński [19] frst
proposed the Apriori algorithm by iteratively generating
candidate itemsets in a database in 1993. Han et al. [20]
developed an efcient FP-tree algorithm for mining the
complete set of frequent patterns by pattern fragment
growth in 2004. However, sometimes decision-makers pay
more attention to items that occur infrequently but are
strongly correlated. Terefore, negative association rule
mining is getting more and more popular among re-
searchers, whose concept was frst mentioned by Brin and
Motwani [21]. Te general forms of negative rules are of
A⟶¬B, ¬A⟶B, or ¬A⟶¬B, where the entire ante-
cedent or consequent is either a conjunction of negated
attributes or a conjunction of nonnegated attributes [21–23].
Te work in reference [21] incorporated frequent itemsets
with domain knowledge in the form of a taxonomy to mine
negative association rules. Shaheen and Abdullah developed
a series of algorithms for diferent felds, such as exploring
positive and negative context-based association rules for
conventional/characteristic data [24, 25], and mining
context-based association rules on microbial databases to
extract interesting and useful associations of microbial at-
tributes with existence of hydrocarbon reserve [26–29]. It
should be noted that some contradictory rules may be mined
when positive and negative rules are mined simultaneously,
such as A⇒B and A⇒¬B are both strong rules [30–32]. In
reference [10], an improved PNARs mining algorithm is
proposed by removing those contradictory association rules
from the candidate rules using a correlation test and dual
confdence. However, it is hard to generalize as it is domain-
dependent and needs a predefned taxonomy. To solve this
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problem, the itemsets’ correlation was introduced to exclude
those meaningless rules and a positive rule is discovered if
the correlation is positive; a negative rule is discovered when
the correlation is negative. Terefore, the traditional asso-
ciation rules mining paradigm is extended to a correlation-
support-confdence framework. Furthermore, in the mining
process, it is easy to calculate the support and confdence
with positive rules, while it is difcult to obtain these values
with negative rules because of its complex calculations. Te
works in references [33, 34] employed chi-square to measure
the correlation, whose tests rely on the normal approxi-
mation to the binomial distribution (more precisely, to the
hypergeometric distribution). For all that, this approxima-
tion breaks down when the expected values are small. In
addition, seven correlation measuring methods have been
compared and analyzed through providing their connec-
tions and diferences by Wu et al. [35].

Nevertheless, the reduction of invalid association rules
quantity has still not been well solved for the reason that
most methods’ searching space of negative association rules
is all infrequent itemsets, and the number of candidate
frequent itemsets is so great if the support degree is used as
only one constraint. For massive data, it is meaningless and
impossible to count all infrequent itemsets using traditional
approaches. In this way, more and more researchers have
realized the importance of improving the performance and
efciency of PNARs mining these days. Tey have begun to
concentrate on the invalid rule number reduction with
multiple confdence or support thresholds. Te work by
Cardoni et al. [4] attempted to use multiple confdences for
mining positive and negative association rules. Although the
test is efective, it still has some limitations in that, it cannot
provide enough information about the strength of the re-
lationship. Multiple support degrees are also applied to
PNARs mining to improve the interesting rules mining
efciency in reference [36]. Based on the previous works,
Bemarisika and Totohasina [37] proposed a two-level
confdence threshold-setting method for positive and neg-
ative association rules mining to limit the number of fre-
quent and infrequent items. Also, four confdences are
introduced to solve the problem that sole confdence usually
results in plenty of useless rules in reference [38]. However,
these studies neither presented threshold settings ways nor
considered the internal constraints among multiple conf-
dences. To solve these problems, researchers in reference
[39] gave a double confdence approach forA⇒B, ¬A⇒¬B,
¬A⇒B, and A⇒¬B, respectively. Still, it is difcult to
efectively control the number of lower confdence rules, and
some interesting association rules are missed.

2.2. Association Rules Mining in the Field of Audit. With the
rapid development of data mining, association rule mining
more andmore frequently appears in the audit feld in recent
years, helping auditors quickly fnd anything illegal from the
audit database. In detail, there are two main types of as-
sociation rules applications. Te frst one is network security
information system auditing, which is used to protect the
security of the audit systems by preventing illegal data

intrusions, as can be seen in references [40, 41]. Parkinson
et al. proposed a novel method of modelling fle system
permissions by association rule mining techniques to
identify irregular permissions [40]. Te second type is data
auditing by association rules technology, which is used to
verify the integrity and correctness itself. For example,
Estrada proposed a new approach toward electronic data
processing (EDP) auditing, called electronic auditing (EA),
and constructed an infrastructure with the support of
emerging technologies so that some of the audit work can be
performed electronically and automatically [42]. Te work
by Sahu and Gmz [39] used data mining for credit card
audits in conjunction with the evaluation of the design and
efectiveness of internal controls intended to prevent fraud,
waste, and abuse in these programs. An innovative fraud
detection method was proposed by Singh et al. [43], and they
built upon existing fraud detection research and minority
reports to deal with the problem of skewed data distributions
in data mining. It should be pointed out that auditing
business data has high similarity and values characteristics
caused by regulations. Aimed at the features of audit data,
Dan [44] presented an audit data mining algorithm. Shang
et al. [8] gave an audit data mining quality optimization
strategy to minimize the possibility of noncoherent data.
Reference [45] introduced an audit model framework based
on data mining for fnding suspicious data from audit data.
Djenouri et al. [46] suggested that the audit process be
structured in several steps and diferent data mining algo-
rithms used in each subprocess. In reference [47], a con-
ceptual framework of an improved association algorithm
(CFiAA) and its application in audit data mining was
proposed. Seong and Lee calculated the importance value of
the vocabulary used in the audit report based on machine
learning rather than the qualitative research method to
improve the audit quality [48]. Zhang et al. presented
a correlation analysis algorithm to reveal original charac-
teristics and internal connections in auditing data, and the
results demonstrated the validity and efectiveness [49].

2.3. Review. According to the analysis above, although
abundant achievements have been obtained in the theory
and application of association rules mining in recent years,
there are still unsolved problems with the current association
rules mining method, particularly in the feld of audit. Tey
can be summarized as follows:

(1) Despite the mining efciency improvement, the rules
number of PNARs still have not been well controlled
in most mining approaches; some valuable and
important rules are still difcult to identify.

(2) Although there has been an increased focus on the
application of PNARs in the feld of audit, most
current approaches do not work well enough owing
to the unique features of social auditing data.

(3) Rarely studies have involved audit features infuence
factors mining, which can efectively identify valu-
able rules, thereby improving the fraud clues fnding
efciency.
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In fact, the four confdences of the PNARs are intrinsically
correlative, and it is not necessary to use the four confdences
threshold according to the actual execution cost of tasks. On
the other side, measure standard is another factor that needs to
further study for negative association rules, while many
achievements have been made in positive rules mining, such as
support, confdence, and correlation. As a result, this paper
aims to propose an optimized PNARsmining framework from
two points according to the intrinsic attributes of four types
rules’ confdences: a novel PNARs minimum confdences
threshold setting method and an efcient PNARs pruning
strategy. Te proposed approach makes full use of the four
types of rules’ confdences changing regularity and items in-
clusion relation, ofering greater clarity and feasibility for the
confdences thresholds settings. In addition, this study pro-
poses a minimal hashing and pruning algorithm to reduce the
potential collisions and improve the mining efciency.

3. Preliminaries

Suppose I� {i1, i2, . . ., in} be a set of items and TD� {t1, t2,
. . ., tm} be a set of m transactions over I, where each
transaction ti is a subset of items such that ti⊆ I. Each
transaction is associated with a unique identifer TID.
Formally, a positive association rule is an implication of the
form “A⇒B”, where A⊆ I; B⊆ I, and A∩B�Ø.

Te rule A⇒B has support s in the transaction set TD if
(100∗ s)% of the transactions in TD contain A ∪ B, written as
sup(A⇒B)� s. In other words, the support of the rule is the
probability that A and B hold together among all the possible
presented cases. It is said that the rule A⇒B holds in the
transaction set TD with confdence c if (100∗ c)% of trans-
actions in TD that contain A also contain B, written as
conf(A⇒B)� c. In other words, the confdence of the rule is
the conditional probability that the consequent B is true under
the condition of the antecedent A. Te problem of discovering
all association rules from a set of transactions TD consists of
generating the rules that have a support degree and a conf-
dence degree greater than users’ given thresholds. Tese rules
are called strong rules, and the framework is known as the
support-confdence framework for association rule mining.

Te rules of the other three forms A⇒¬B, ¬A⇒B, and
¬A⇒¬B are referred to as negative associations between
itemsets. In contrast to positive rules, a negative rule encap-
sulates the relationship between the occurrences of one set of
itemswith the absence of the other set of items.Te ruleA⇒¬B
has support s in the transaction set if (100∗ s)% of transactions
in TD containA but do not contain B.Te support of a negative
association rule, sup(¬A⇒B), is the frequency of transactions
occurrence with B in the absence of A. sup(¬A⇒¬B) is the
number of transactions in TD neither containingA nor B to the
number of all transactions. Te rule A⇒¬B holds in the given
dataset (database) with confdence c% representing that
(100∗ c)% of transactions contain A but do not contain B,
written as conf(A⇒¬B)� P(A∪¬B)/P(A), where P(X) is the
probability function. In the same way, the rule ¬A⇒B with
confdence c% describes that (100∗ c)% of transactions not
containing A but B, written as conf(¬A⇒B)� P(¬A∪B)/
P(¬A), and the rule ¬A⇒¬Bwith confdence c%describes that

(100∗ c)% of transactions neither contain A nor contain B,
written as conf(¬A⇒¬B)� P(¬A∪¬B)/P(¬A). Te support
and confdence of itemsets are calculated during iterations.
However, it is difcult to count the support and confdence of
nonexisting items in transactions. Te relations among these
rules can be described as follows [33]:

Theorem 1. Suppose an itemset A⊂ I, an itemset B⊂ I, and
A∩B�Ø, then

(1) sup(¬A)� 1 − sup(A);
(2) sup(¬A ∪ B)� sup(B) − sup(A ∪ B);
(3) sup(A ∪ ¬B)� sup(A) − sup(A ∪ B);
(4) sup(A ∪ ¬B)� 1 − sup(A) − sup(B) + sup(A ∪ B).

In addition, the confdence of these negative rules can be
calculated using the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose itemset A⊂ I, itemset B⊂ I, and
A∩B�Ø, then

(1) conf(A⇒B)� (sup(A) − sup(A∪B))/(sup(A));
(2) conf(A⇒B)� (sup(B) − sup(A∪B))/(1 − sup(A));
(3) conf(A⇒B)� (1 − sup(A) − sup(B) + sup (A∪B))/

(1 − sup(A)).

Tere also exists a confdence constraint relation among
these four types of association rules, as can be seen in
Teorem 3.

Theorem 3. Let itemset A⊆ I; itemset B⊆ I, and A∩B�Ø,
conf(X) is the confdence degree of rule X, then

(1) conf(A⇒B) + conf(A⇒¬B)� 1;
(2) conf(¬A⇒B) + conf(¬A⇒¬B)� 1.

For Teorem 3, it is easy to prove using the above
formulae in Teorems 1 and Teorem 2. Teorem 3 shows
that there is a complementary relationship between the
confdences of these four types of rules with the same
antecedent.

Based on these constraint relations, the study about
rules’ confdence can help us set the confdence threshold
rationally and therefore improve mining efciency and
quality. In this way, the values of confdence range for four
types rules based on items support degree can be seen in
Teorem 4.

Theorem 4. Let itemset A⊆ I; itemset B⊆ I, and A∩B�Ø,
sup(X) and conf(X) are the support and confdence degrees of
rule X, respectively. Max(x, y) and min(x, y) are maximum
and minimum value functions, respectively. Ten, the con-
fdence value range of four types of association rules can be
described as follows:

(1) max(0, (sup(A) + sup (B) − 1)/(sup(A)) ≤ conf (A
⇒B) ≤min(1, (sup(B)/ sup(A)));

(2) 1 − min(1, (sup(B)/sup(A))≤ conf(A⇒¬B) ≤ 1
− max(0, (sup(A) + sup(B) − 1)/(sup(A)));
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(3) max(0, (sup(B) − sup(A))/(1 − sup(A)))≤
conf(¬A ⇒B) min(1, (sup(B))/(1 − sup(A)));

(4) 1 − min(1, (sup(B) − sup (A))/(1 − sup(A))) ≤ conf
(¬A⇒¬B)≤ 1 − max(0, (sup(B) − sup(A))/(1−

sup (A))).

From Teorem 4, it is clear that the rule’s confdence
range is closely related to high or low itemset support
degree. Obviously, only one-level confdence threshold
does not work well without taking into account the
confdence constraint relation of these four types of
PNARs. In this way, we try to further narrow the range of
confdence in order to set a reasonable and appropriate
confdence threshold, not only mining the interesting
rules but also excluding those meaningless rules in social
insurance auditing data application.

4. An Optimized PNARs Mining
Framework with Correlation and Triple
Confidence Thresholds

In this section, we will present an optimized PNARs mining
framework using minimum correction coefcient and triple
confdence thresholds, which can mine strong PNARs with
reasonable rules’ quantity and fexibility.

4.1. Correction Coefcient. Te support-confdence frame-
work is the most popular approach used to mine positive
rules up to now. However, it usually results in some self-
contradictory rules when mining negative rules directly. For
example, suppose there are 10,000 goods, A is used to de-
scribe transactions of buying X; B is used to describe
transactions of buying Y; A ∪ B is transactions for buying
both X and Y. Transactions details can be seen in Table 1.

Suppose the user-specifed minimum support and
minimum confdence thresholds are set as min_sup� 0.2,
min_conf� 0.3, then

sup(A⇒B)� 2,500/10,000� 0.25>min_sup;
conf(A⇒B)� 2,500/6,000� 0.42>min_conf.

So, A⇒B is a strong positive association rule. On the
other hand, A⇒ ¬B is also a strong negative association rule
for the reason that

sup(A⇒¬B)� 3,500/10,000� 0.35>min_sup, and
conf(A⇒¬B)� 3,500/6,000� 0.58>min_conf.

However, both of these two strong association rules are
contradictory and meaningless. In addition, A⇒¬B is more
reliable because the value of conf(A⇒¬B) is larger than the
value of conf(A⇒B), meaning that A and B are negatively
correlated. It is obvious that the minimum support and
confdence thresholds usually lead to contradictory rule
extraction.

Generally, the correlation coefcient measures the
strength and direction of the linear relationship between
a pair of random variables. It is also known as the covariance
between two variables divided by their standard deviation
(σ), defned as follows:

corr(A, B) �
cov(A, B)

σAσB

, (1)

where cov(A, B) is the covariance of the two variables and σ
represents the standard deviation [50, 51]. Tis defnition is
available for positive attributes but does not specify those
negative attributes. In this study, we use the correlation
coefcient to measure the strength of the correlation of
itemsets A and B in the four types of rules A⇒B, A⇒¬B,
¬A⇒B, and ¬A⇒¬B.

Defnition 5 (Correlation degree). Te correlation degree of
itemset A and itemset B is defned as

corr(A, B)� sup(A ∪ B) − sup(A)× sup(B)� P(A ∪ B) −

P(A)× P(B), where

(1) corr(A, B) is the itemset correlation degree
(2) sup(A ∪ B), sup(A), and sup(B) are support degrees

of itemsets A ∪ B, A and B, respectively
(3) P(A ∪ B), P(A), and P(B) are occurrence frequencies

of itemsets A ∪ B, A, and B, respectively

Te value of corr(A, B) represents the correlation
strength of itemset A and itemset B. Although the value
of the correlation degree of itemset A and itemset B
is uncertain, there are three types of possible values’
ranges:

(1) corr(A, B)> 0, means that itemsetA and itemset B are
positively correlated

(2) corr(A, B)< 0, means that itemsetA and itemset B are
negatively correlated

(3) corr(A, B)� 0, means that itemsetA and itemset B are
independent

Te correlation degree provides the positive and negative
correlation relation between itemsets A and B, indicating
that if the occurrence of itemsetA increases (decreases), then
itemset B will increase (decrease) correspondingly. If the
correlation degree is equal to 0, it means that they are in-
dependent and can be ignored in the future. Terefore, it is
important to set the value of the minimum correlation
threshold.

According to references in references [38, 52], if a rule
A⇒B satisfes sup(A ∪ B) − sup(A)× sup(B)< ε (ε�10− 6),
then itemsets A and B would be regarded as independent.
Accordingly, we introduce a user-specifed minimum
correlation threshold min_corr, and only those itemsets
sup(A ∪ B) − sup(A) × sup(B) ≥min_corr will be mined
and regarded as interesting rules. On the other hand,
the value of sup(A ∪ B) − sup(A) × sup(B) is lower than
zero sometimes; hence, we use their absolute value |

Table 1: Transactions of buying A and B.

Items A ¬A row

B 2500 2500 5000
¬B 3500 1500 5000
col 6000 4000 10000
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sup(A ∪ B) − sup(A) × sup(B)| ≥min_corr when rule A⇒B
is interesting.

Theorem 6. Suppose itemset A⊂ I, itemset B⊂ I, A∩B�Ø,
min_corr is the minimum correlation threshold. For a positive
rule A⇒B, if corr(A, B)≥min_corr, then itemsets’ correla-
tion in its corresponding negative rules satisfes corr(¬A, B)≥
min_corr, corr(A, ¬B)≥min_corr, and corr(¬A, ¬B)≥
min_corr. Formally, as can be described as if |sup(A⇒B) −

sup(A)× sup(B)|≥min_corr, then

(1) |sup(¬A⇒B) − sup(¬A)× sup(B)|≥min_corr;
(2) |sup(A⇒¬B) − sup(A)× sup(¬B)|≥min_corr;
(3) |sup(¬A⇒¬B) − sup(¬A)× sup(¬B)|≥min_corr.

Proof. (1) It is known that |sup(A⇒B) − sup(A)× sup(B)|≥
min_corr since corr(A, B)≥min_corr for positive rule
A⇒B. Ten,

|sup(¬A⇒B) − sup(¬A)× sup(B)|� |sup(B) − sup(A ∪ B)
− (1 − sup(A))× sup(B))|� |− sup(A∪ B) + sup(A)× sup(B)| � |
sup(A ⇒B) − sup(A)× sup(B)|≥min_corr.

Te proof is complete.
(2) and (3) can be proved in the same way as (1).
Teorem 6 shows that the itemset correlation in negative

rules is not necessary to calculate specifcally and can be
obtained by its positive itemset. It also tells us a fact that
these four types of association rules can be fltered only with
one appropriate minimum correlation degree at the
same time. □

4.2.TripleConfdenceTreshold. Infrequent itemsets are also
signifcant for decision-makers, especially for auditors, be-
cause they can imply relevant suspicious behaviors in social
insurance fund data auditing. According to the traditional
support-confdence framework, sup(A⇒B) must be a small
value if sup(A) and sup(B) are small, while conf(A⇒B) is
uncertain for positive rule A⇒B. However, for the negative
rule ¬A⇒¬B, it is obvious that conf(¬A⇒¬B) must be
a large value for the reason that conf(¬A⇒¬B)� 1 −

(sup(B) − sup(A∪B))/(1 − sup(A)), while sup(B) − sup(A∪B)
is a small value closing to zero. Such cases may usually
happen when only one confdence threshold is used: if the
predefned confdence threshold value is small, too many
worthless rules would be generated; on the other hand, many
important rules would be missed if the predefned conf-
dence threshold value is too large. In practice, the ap-
proaches by Yu et al. [9] and Shen et al. [53] have not
efectively controlled the number of association rules with
double confdence thresholds under the correlation-sup-
port-confdence framework. Although Dong et al. [33] have
presented multiple confdences, they just took into account
such two cases: sup(A)� sup(B)� 0.1 and sup(A)� sup(B)� 0.9.
Based on Teorem 4, we will discuss the initial confdence
values by analyzing the relationship between support and
confdence for those positive and negative association rules.

According to confdence value ranges in previous studies
[52–54], we transform and simplify them for convenience of
calculations by uniformly setting the left bound with

a maximum function and the right bound with a minimum
function, as can be seen in the following:

(1) max(0, 1 − sup(B)/sup(A))≤ conf(A⇒¬B)≤min(1,
(1 − sup(B))/sup(A));

(2) max(0, (1 − sup(A) − sup(B))/(1 − sup(A)))≤ conf(¬A
⇒¬B)≤min(1, 1 − sup(B))/(1 − sup(A))),

Here, functions max(x, y) andmin(x, y) return the bigger
and smaller values of x and y, respectively.

However, the range of confdence value is still too large,
and it is necessary to further narrow the range of rules’
confdence according to the relation of support and conf-
dence. In this way, we divide into the following four cases
and analyze them for rules A⇒B, A⇒¬B, ¬A⇒B, and
¬A⇒¬B.

Case 1: sup(A)≤ sup(B) and sup(A) + sup(B)≤ 1;
Case 2: sup(A)> sup(B) and sup(A) + sup(B)≤ 1;
Case 3: sup(A)≤ sup(B) and sup(A) + sup(B)> 1;
Case 4: sup(A)> sup(B) and sup(A) + sup(B)> 1.

For Case 1, the left bound of conf(A⇒B) is max(0,
(sup(A) + sup(B) − 1)/sup(A)))� 0, for the reason that
sup(A) + sup(B)≤ 1; and the right bound is min(1, sup(B)/
sup(A))� 1 since sup(A)≤ sup(B). So, the confdence value of
A⇒B ranges from 0 to 1, written as conf(A⇒B) ∈ [0, 1].

Similarly, those four types of rules’ confdence can be
calculated with the other cases, and the results can be seen in
Table 2.

Based on the conclusions in Table 2, we will further
discuss the confdence values with diferent support degrees
in detail based on the proposed triple confdence threshold
settings. In order to show the whole process more clearly,
Table 3 provides the examples of confdence range of four
types rule with diferent values of sup(A) and sup(B).

(1) Itemset A is positively correlated with itemset B. Te
rules A⇒B and ¬A⇒¬B are valid in such a situa-
tion. Also, the values of sup(A) and sup(B) have little
diference for the reason of correlation constraint.
We use a positive value closing to zero
ε⟶ 0 representing their diference, that is, ε� |
sup(A) − sup(B)|. It is mainly divided into the fol-
lowing two categories:

(i) Both of sup(A) and sup(B) are smaller values,
satisfying sup(A) + sup(B)≤ 1. At this point, for
case 1, conf(A⇒B) ∊ [0, 1]; sup(B)/(1 − sup(A)) is
a very small value, then conf(¬A⇒¬B) ∈ [1 − ε,
1], showing that its left bound is relatively high.
For case 2, conf(A⇒B) ∈ [0, 1 − ε];
conf(¬A⇒¬B)∊ [1 − ε, 1]. In this way, the left
bound of conf(¬A⇒¬B) is a high value.

(ii) Both of sup(A) and sup(B) are bigger values,
satisfying sup(A) + sup(B) > 1. In this situa-
tion, the left bound of conf(A⇒B) is the
same for case 3 and case 4, their left bounds
values are (1 + (sup(B) − 1)/sup(A)) � 1 +
sup(B)/sup(A) − (1/sup(A))⟶ 2 − (1/sup(A)).
Since sup(A) is a bigger value and sup(A) ≤ 1,
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then 1/sup(A)⟶ 1+, 2 − (1/sup(A))⟶ 1− . In
this way, conf(A⇒B) is a high value while
conf(¬A⇒¬B) ∊ [0, 1] in this case.

Consequently, when itemset A is positively corre-
lated with itemset B, conf(¬A⇒¬B) is a bigger value
if both sup(A) and sup(B) are smaller values, and the
fourth column and seventh column in rows 1 and 2
in Table 3 describe such a situation. Similarly,
conf(A⇒B) is bigger if both sup(A) and sup(B) are
bigger values, and the fourth column and seventh
column in rows 3 and 4 in Table 3 describe such
a situation.

(2) Itemset A is negatively correlated with itemset B. Te
rules A⇒¬B and ¬A⇒B are valid in such a situa-
tion. When sup(A) + sup(B)⟶ 1, it is obvious that
the following conclusions can be drawn:

(i) max(0, (sup(A) + sup(B) − 1)/sup(A))⟶ 0;
(ii) min(1, sup(B)/sup(A))⟶ 1;
(iii) max(0, (sup(B) − sup(A))/(1 − sup(A)))⟶ 0;
(iv) min(1, sup(B)/(1 − sup(A)))⟶ 1.

As can be seen from Table 2, the values of conf(A⇒¬B)
and conf(¬A⇒B) are both between 0 and 1. Furthermore,
considering conf(A⇒¬B) and conf(¬A⇒B), respectively:

(i) For case 1, conf(A⇒¬B) ∊ [0, 1], which is uncertain
with diferent sup(A) and sup(B). For conf(¬A⇒B),
when sup(A) + sup(B)⟶ 1, the right bound of
conf(¬A⇒B) is sup(B)/(1 − sup(A))⟶ 1− -; the left
bound of conf(¬A⇒B) is ε/(1 − sup(A)), which is
a monotone increasing function of ε. Te
conf(¬A⇒B) is uncertain when ε is getting smaller;
the conf(¬A⇒B) is high when ε is getting higher.
While sup(A) + sup(B)↛ 1, the range conf(A⇒¬B)
changes with the diference of sup(A) and sup(B), as the
same increases (or decrease) with ε. As can be seen in
the sixth column in rows 5 and 6 in Table 3, where such
a situation is given with diferent sup(A) and sup(B).

(ii) For case 2, when the diference of sup(A) and sup(B)
is getting smaller, both of the left bound of
conf(A⇒¬B)�(1 − (sup(B)/sup(A)) and the right
bound of conf(¬A⇒B)� sup(B)/(1 − sup(A)) are
getting smaller, and the value of conf(A⇒¬B) is
uncertain, while conf(¬A⇒B) is lower at this time.
In the same way, the left bound of conf(A⇒¬B) and
the right bound of conf(¬A⇒B) get higher as the
value of ε increases. In this way, conf(A⇒¬B) is
higher and conf(¬A⇒B) is uncertain. As can be seen
in the sixth column in rows 7, 8, and 9 in Table 3,
where such a situation is given with diferent sup(A)
and sup(B).

For Case 3 and Case 4, the values changes are the same as
those in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.

Tus, the values of conf(A⇒¬B) and conf(¬A⇒B)
change from 0 to 1 when itemset A and itemset B are
negatively correlated and sup(A) + sup(B)⟶ 1, and either
conf(A⇒¬B) or conf(¬A⇒B) synchronously changes with
the diference sup(A) and sup(B).

In order to make the best of these relations to control the
number of mined association rules, we introduce triple
minimum confdence thresholds for PNARs, named
min_conf_P, min_conf_NH, and min_conf_NL, respectively.

Defnition 7 (Triple confdence thresholds). Let I be a set of
items, itemset A⊆ I, itemset B⊆ I, and A∩B�Ø, min_corr is
the minimum correlation threshold, εmin is used to measure
support degree diference of itemset A and B, then

(1) min_conf_P is the minimum confdence threshold
for PARs when itemset A and B are positively cor-
related. Rule A⇒B and rule ¬A⇒¬B are both
regarded as strong association rules if and only if (i)
corr(A, B)≥min_corr, and (ii) conf(A⇒B)≥ min-
conf_P, conf(¬A⇒¬B)≥minconf_P, respectively;

(2) min_conf_NH is the high minimum confdence
threshold for NARs when (i) itemsets A and B are
negatively correlated and (ii) |sup(A) − sup(B)|≥ εmin.
Rule A⇒¬B and rule ¬A⇒B are both regarded as
strong association rules if and only if (i) corr(A, B)≤ −

min_corr and (ii) conf(A⇒¬B)≥ min_conf_NH;
conf(¬A⇒B)≥min_conf_NH, respectively;

(3) min_conf_NL is the low minimum confdence
threshold for NARs when (i) itemsets A and B are
negatively correlated and (ii) |sup(A) − sup(B)|< εmin.
Rule A⇒¬B and rule ¬A⇒¬B are both regarded as
strong association rules if and only if (i) corr(A, B)≤ −

min_corr and (ii) conf(A⇒¬B)≥min_conf_NL;
conf(¬A⇒B)≥min_conf_NL, respectively.

As can be seen from the above defnition, the constraints
corr(A, B)≥min_corr and corr(A, B)≤ − min_corr are mainly
used to ensure that the mined results are strongly correlated
association rules.

4.3. PNARsMiningAlgorithmwithMinimumCorrelationand
Triple Confdence Model. As discussed in the previous
subsection, such conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(i) conf(¬A⇒¬B) is a higher value when itemsets A
and B are positively correlated and sup(A) and
sup(B) are actually small. In this way, the confdence
threshold min_conf_P should be set with a higher
value in order to reduce the number of such type
rules;

(ii) conf(A⇒B) is a higher value when itemsets A and B
are positively correlated, and sup(A) and sup(B) are
actually higher. Tus, the confdence threshold
min_conf_P should be set to be larger to ensure high
confdence in such type rules;

(iii) Either the value of conf(A⇒¬B) or conf(¬A⇒B) is
determined by the diference of sup(A) and sup(B)
when sup(A) + sup(B)⟶ 1. Meanwhile, the smaller
of ε� |sup(A) − sup(B)|, the values of conf(A⇒¬B)
or conf(¬A⇒B) may be uncertain; and the conf-
dence threshold min_conf_NL should be initialized
with a smaller value so that no interesting rules be
excluded. On the other hand, the values of
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conf(A⇒¬B) or conf(¬A⇒B) may be larger with
the value of ε increasing. In this way, the confdence
threshold min_conf_NH should be initialized with
a bigger value to exclude those meaningless rules.

In conclusion, the confdence ranges are narrowed down
combined with triple confdence thresholds according to the
above analysis, as can be seen in Table 4.

In this study, we propose an improved PNARs mining
algorithm with triple confdence and minimum correlation
coefcient, called PNARs_M, as shown in Algorithm 1. Te
main idea can be described in more detail as follows:

(i) Setting triple confdence thresholds min_conf_P,
min_conf_NH, and min_conf_NL, representing the
low confdence thresholds when positively related,
the high confdence thresholds when negatively
related, and the low confdence thresholds when
negatively related, respectively.

(ii) Selecting those itemsets A and B satisfying a mini-
mum correlation degree. If A and B are positively
correlated, then A⇒B and ¬A⇒¬B are valid and
can be extracted by the min_conf_P. On the other
hand, if A and B are negatively correlated, then
A⇒¬B and ¬A⇒B are valid and can be extracted
by themin_conf_NH andmin_conf_NL, respectively.
According to the diference between sup(A) and
sup(B), min_conf_NH is the high minimum conf-
dence threshold for NARs; min_conf_NL is the low
minimum confdence threshold for NARs.

Te proposed approach combines the user’s requirement
of high confdence and interesting rules in practice instead of
random selection. Te PNARs mining algorithm mainly
involves two steps: (i) searching all the frequent items that
meet the user’s requirements from transaction database D
and (ii) generating strong positive and negative association
rules from frequent items set. Suppose the frequent itemsets
have been mined and saved in itemsets L by any existing
frequent itemsets mining algorithm (i.e., Apriori or
AFIFM_H in 5.2 of this paper). Algorithm 1 is used to
extract strong association rules from frequent itemsets L.

In Algorithm 1, line (1) initializes both rule sets PARs
and NARs to be empty, and lines (2) to (22) are used to
extract all PARs and NARs from L. Correlation of itemsets A
and B corr(A, B) can be calculated using Defnition 5. If
corr(A, B)≥min_corr and the rule’s confdence is greater

than its own minimum confdence threshold, the algorithm
generates rules like A⇒B and ¬A⇒¬B (line (9) to line
(10)). Otherwise, if corr(A, B)≤ − min_corr, the rules like
¬A⇒B and A⇒¬B are generated according to their sup-
port diference (line (12) to line (18)). In the end, line (21)
returns the results and ends the whole algorithm.

Next, we will analyze the time complexity of the pro-
posed algorithm. Considering a set L with n frequent
itemsets and X is the set of 2-frequent itemsets satisfying
A∪B�X and A∩B�Ø, then the size of X is C2

n. Confdence
andminimum correlation analyses are necessary to compute
with two times, then the total computation is
2∗ c2n � n∗ (n − 1). In addition, the time complexity of steps
(6) to (18) is O(1), then the total time complexity is O(n2),
indicating that the improved approach does not increase
extra time consumption.

4.4. Rules Pruning Algorithm for PNARs. In the above
subsection, PNARs mining algorithm has been proposed
with a triple confdence and minimum correlation model.
Nevertheless, it does not work well occasionally because
there are still many redundant rules, and it is necessary to
fnd and prune them using an efective approach. In this
subsection, we will present an association rules pruning
algorithm based on the inclusion relation of rule’s ante-
cedent and consequent.

Theorem 8. Let I be a set of items, itemset A⊆ I, itemset B⊆ I,
and A∩B�Ø, min_corr is the minimum correlation
threshold, rule A⇒B is a strong positive association rule
mined using PNARs_M algorithm. If there also exists a valid
positive association rule A⇒B′ in PARs satisfying B′ ⊆B,
then A⇒B′ is a redundant rule of A⇒B.

Proof. According to Defnition 7, we need to prove that the
following two inequalities are simultaneously satisfed: (i)
conf(A⇒B′)≥min_conf_P and (ii) corr(A, B′)≥min_corr
under the condition that A⇒B is a strong association rule.

(1) It is obvious that conf(A⇒B)≥min_conf_P
according to Defnition 7. We also know that B′ ⊆B,
then t(B′)⊇ t(B), and t(A ∪ B′)⊇ t(A ∪ B), where
t(x) is the transactions set including itemset x. In this
way, |t(A ∪ B′)|≥ |t(A ∪ B)|, P(A∪B′)≥P(A∪B)
and P(A∪B′)/P(A)≥P(A∪B)/P(A), where P(x)

Table 3: An example of confdence range setting with diference sup(A) and sup(B).

Row sup(A) sup(B) conf(A⇒B) conf(A⇒¬B) conf(¬A⇒B) conf(¬A⇒¬B)
1 0.05 0.05 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0, 0.05] [0.95, 1]
2 0.05 0.10 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0, 0.11] [0.89, 1]
3 0.95 0.85 [0.84, 0.90] [0.11, 0.16] [0, 1] [0, 1]
4 0.95 0.95 [0.95, 1] [0, 1] [0, 0.05] [0, 1]
5 0.30 0.55 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0.36, 0.76] [0.24, 0.64]
6 0.80 0.15 [0, 0.19] [0.81, 1] [0, 0.25] [0.25, 1]
7 0.30 0.70 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0.58, 1] [0, 0.43]
8 0.95 0.05 [0, 0.05] [0.95, 1] [0, 1] [0, 1]
9 0.05 0.95 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0.95, 1] [0, 0.05]
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is the probability function. As a result, conf(A⇒
B′)� P(A ∪B′)/P(A) ≥ P(A ∪B)/P(A) � conf(A⇒B)
≥min_conf_P.

(2) On the other hand, corr(A, B)� sup(A∪B) − sup(A)×

sup(B) according to Defnition 5; and corr(A, B)≥
min_corr according to Defnition 7. corr(A, B′)�

sup(A∪B′) − sup(A)× sup(B′)� P(A∪B′) − P(A)
× P(B′). If B′ ⊆B, then it is evident that t(B′)⊇ t(B), |
t(B′)|≥ |t(B)|. In this way, P(B′)≥P(B), P(A∪B′)≥
P(A∪B), and P(A∪B′) − P(A)×P(B′)≥P(A∪ B) −

P(A)× P(B)� corr(A, B)≥ min_corr.

Consequently, we can conclude that A⇒B′ can be
derived from rule A⇒B once it is a strong association rule;
therefore, A⇒B′ is a redundant of rule A⇒B.

Te proof is complete. □

Theorem 9. Let I be a set of items, itemset A⊆ I, itemset B⊆ I,
and A∩B�∅, min_corr is the minimum correlation
threshold, A⇒¬B′ is a strong negative association rule mined
using algorithm PNARs_M. If there also exists a valid negative
association rule A⇒¬B in NARs satisfying B′ ⊆B, then
A⇒¬B is a redundant rule of A⇒¬B’.

Proof. Tere are two cases when A⇒¬B is a strong negative
association rule: |sup(A) − sup(B)|≥ εmin and |sup(A) −

sup(B)|< εmin.
When |sup(A) − sup(B)|≥εmin, it is necessary to explain

that A⇒¬B can be concluded from a strong association rule
A⇒¬B’. We have to prove the following two inequalities:
conf(A⇒¬B)≥min_conf_NH and corr(A, ¬B)≤ − min_corr.

(1) It is easy to show that conf(A, ¬B′)≥min_conf_NH
according to Defnition 7. We know that B′ ⊆B, then
t(B′)⊇ t(B); ¬B′ ⊇¬B, and t(¬B′)⊆ t(¬B), where t(x)
is the transactions including itemset x. At the same
time, it is evident that (A ∪ ¬B′)⊇ (A ∪ ¬B);
t(A ∪ ¬B′)⊆ t(A∪¬B). In this way, conf(A, ¬B)�

P(A ∪ ¬B)/P(A)≥P(A ∪ ¬B′)/P(A)� conf(A, ¬B′)≥
min_conf_NH.

(2) Meanwhile, corr(A, ¬B′)≤ − min_corr according to
Defnition 7. Tat is to say, corr(A, ¬B′)� P(A¬B′) −

P(A)× P(¬B′). Since B′ ⊆B, then ¬B′ ⊇¬B, P(¬B′)≥
P(¬B), and P(A¬B′)≥ P(A¬B). corr(A, ¬B)�

P(A¬B) − P(A)× P(¬B)≤P(A¬B′) − P(A)P(¬B′)�

corr(A, ¬B)≤ − min_corr.

According to (1) and (2), rule A⇒¬B can be inferred
from the rule A⇒¬B′ if and only if B′ ⊆B when |sup(A) −

sup(B)|≥ εmin, indicating that A⇒¬B is a redundant rule of
A⇒¬B′.

Using the similar way, it is easy to show that the rule
A⇒¬B can be inferred from the rule A⇒¬B′ if and only if
B′ ⊆B when |sup(A) − sup(B)|< εmin.

Te proof is complete.
In the same way, the following theorems can be ob-

tained: □

Theorem 10. Let I be a set of items, itemset A ⊆ I,
itemset B ⊆ I, and A ∩B �∅, min_corr is the minimum
correlation threshold, ¬A⇒B is a strong negative asso-
ciation rule mined using algorithm PNARs_M. If there also
exists a valid negative association rule ¬A⇒B′ in NARs

Input: frequent itemsets L, minimum correction min_corr, triple confdences thresholds min_conf_P, min_conf_NH and
min_conf_NL, support degree diference threshold εmin;
Output: positive association rule set PARs, negative association rule set NARs;

(1) PARs�∅; NARs�∅;
(2) For (any frequent itemsets X in L)
(3) Begin
(4) For (any itemsets A and B)
(5) Begin
(6) If ((A ∪ B�X) AND (A∩B�∅)) Ten
(7) Begin
(8) If corr(A, B)≥min_corr Ten
(9) If (conf(A⇒B)≥minconf_P) Ten PARs� PARs ∪ {A⇒B};
(10) If (conf(A⇒B)≥minconf_P) Ten NARs�NARs ∪ {¬A⇒¬B};
(11) ElseIf (corr(A, B)≤ − min_corr) Ten
(12) If (|sup(A) − sup(B)|≥ εmin Ten
(13) If conf(A⇒¬B)≥ (min_conf_NH) Ten NARs�NARs ∪ {A⇒¬B};
(14) If conf(A⇒B)≥ (min_conf_NH) Ten NARs�NARs ∪ {¬A⇒B};
(15) Else
(16) If (conf(A⇒¬B)≥minconf_NL Ten NARs�NARs ∪ {A⇒¬B};
(17) If (conf(¬A⇒B)≥minconf_NL Ten NARs�NARs ∪ {¬A⇒B};
(18) End//If
(19) End//For
(20) End//For
(21) Return PARs, NARs;
(22) End.

ALGORITHM 1: Positive and negative association rules mining with minimum correlation and triple confdence (PNARs_M).
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satisfying B′ ⊆B, then ¬A⇒B′ is a redundant rule of
¬A⇒B.

Theorem 11. Let I be a set of items, both A and B are
nonempty itemsets, A⊆ I, B⊆ I, and A∩B�∅, min_corr is
the minimum correlation threshold, ¬A⇒¬B′ is a strong
negative association rule mined using algorithm PNARs_M. If
there also exists a valid negative association rule ¬A⇒¬B,
satisfying B′ ⊆B, then ¬A⇒¬B is a redundant rule of
¬A⇒¬B′.

We do not take a lot of space proving both of them due to
the length limitation of paper. Tey can be proved with
a similar approach as in Teorems 8 and 9 (see Appendix).

Using the above theorems, we can prune those re-
dundant rules from the mining results. Te pruning re-
dundant PNARs algorithm based on inclusion relation,
called PNARs_P, is described as follows, where PARs and
NARs are the outputs of Algorithm 1 with frequent itemsets
L as input.

In Algorithm 2, line (1) initializes the PNARs to be an
empty set. Lines (2) to (16) scan each rule r in turn and
classify them into diferent categories according to their
type. In line (4), if r is a type of A⇒B, then search the rules
with the same antecedent satisfying B′ ⊆B, and delete them.
Similarly, lines (7), (10), and (13) are used to process dif-
ferent types of rules. Line (17) merges the two sets to PNARs,
and line (18) returns the results and ends the whole algo-
rithm. As can be seen from the PNARs_P algorithm, most of
the time is taken by the scanning of rules set in PARs and
NARs. For any rule r, it is necessary to test their inclusion
relation with any other rule in PARs or NARs. In this way,
the total execution time is n2, where n is the number of PARs
and NARs. Tat is to say, the total time complexity of the
PNARs_P algorithm is O(n2).

4.5. Performance Evaluations of Optimized PNARs Mining
and PruningAlgorithms. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed PNARs mining and pruning algorithms, we have
implemented simulations with Java programming language
on a 64 bit Windows 10 Profession platform, whose hard-
ware confgurations are set as Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-12700H
CPU @ 3.40GHz, 256G Memory. Furthermore, some
popular datasets with diferent numbers of instances and
attributes are used, including mushroom, nursery, and chess
databases from the UCI database (https://archive-beta.ics.
uci.edu/ml/datasets). Te other three datasets are synthetic
with an IBM data generator. Table 5 describes the details of
these datasets.

4.5.1. Simulation and Analysis for Association Rules Mining
Algorithm. To test the efectiveness of the PNARs_M al-
gorithm, it is necessary to compare a common single-
confdence model with diferent confdence settings. In
the frst fve simulations, the sole confdence threshold is
initially set to be the same values as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9,
respectively. Te number of various types of mined asso-
ciation rules is compared with diferent datasets. In contrast,

the triple confdence approaches are assigned with fxed
values separately in the last two simulations. Tese conf-
dence setting values are set with mc1 and mce2, respectively,
as shown in Table 6.

Figure 1 depicts the comparison results, fromwhere we can
see that the number of mined rules from diferent datasets
decreases along with the increase of confdence thresholds.
However, the higher value of confdence thresholds usually
results in a large number of PNARs, while a lower value usually
leads to some interesting rules missing. Furthermore, the
number of rules is relatively reasonable when multiple con-
fdences are set for each type of rules. Also, these results are in
line with those in studies by Kishor and Porika [11] and Dong
et al. [13], who showed thatmultipleminimumconfdences can
efectively control the number of rules. On the other hand,
mined rule numbers with mc1 andmc2 are larger compared to
the rule number of 0.9. Te reason is that the proposed triple
confdences control the rules number according to their
rule types.

In the second simulation for the algorithm of positive
and negative association rules mining with minimum cor-
relation and triple confdence (PNARs_M), we introduce the
approach in reference [54] as the benchmark in this study to
test the performance of the proposed algorithm. Mining
results are compared with them in the number of mined
rules on the dataset of chess in UCI and DS3, whose de-
scriptions are shown in Table 5. As can be seen in Table 7,
where P_mc is the confdence threshold for rule A⇒B and
rule ¬A⇒¬B; N_mc is the confdence threshold for rule
¬A⇒B and rule A⇒¬B; satisfying equation
P_mc+N_mc� 1. NPAR and NNAR are used to denote the
number of positive association rules and negative associa-
tion rules, respectively.

As can be seen from Table 7, the number of mined
positive association rules between the methods in previous
studies and the proposed algorithm in this study are al-
most equivalent when the confdence thresholds are set
with the same values, indicating that the proposed algo-
rithm has equally excellent performance when extracting
the positive rules. However, the number of mined negative
association rules has signifcantly reduced compared to
the approach in reference [54]. Te reason can be ascribed
to the introduction of triple confdence, which can control
the negative rules number by minconf_NH and min-
conf_NL. Te sum values of P-mc and N-mc are set to
a fxed value in the double confdence approach, and if the
value of P-mc is high, then the value of N-mc is low and
vice versa, which will inevitably lead to the extraction of
many useless and boring rules. By contrast, the proposed
approach fully considers and satisfes the internal regu-
larity of confdence and sets them with more reasonable
values, which not only extract the interesting rule but also
control the number of rules with lower confdence. Based
on the analysis, it is obvious that the proposed algorithm is
more efective than the double threshold approach in
controlling rule number and ensuring the rules’ interest.
Furthermore, the average reduction of negative mined
rules is down by sixty percent, indicating the validity of
triple confdence settings.
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4.5.2. Simulation and Analysis for Association Rules Pruning
Algorithm. In this subsection, we will verify the efciency
and efectiveness of the proposed association rules pruning
algorithm with diferent minimum correlations. Figure 2
shows the experimental results. For the reason that there was
no related research currently, we set the number of mined
rules before pruning as the benchmark that the pruned rules
can be compared.

In Figures 2(a)–2(e), PARN and NARN are used to
describe the number of association rules mined by algo-
rithms PNARs_M and PNARs_P, respectively. As we can see
that these two values decrease gradually with the increase of
minimum correlations. Specifcally, the number of

association rules mined by PNARs_P is far less than those of
rule by PNARs_M. In particular, when the minimum cor-
relation is set to 0.15, the pruning efect of some datasets is
acceptable with a pruning rate more than 70%, indicating the
pruning validity of the proposed strategy.

Also, the pruning results are verifed in the following
experiments based on Algorithm 2. Table 8 presents the
pruning rate of PNARs on datasets with diferent confdence
confgurations.

As can be seen from Table 8, the pruning rates decline
with the increase of the confdence threshold until it reaches
a critical value and will gradually increase with a larger
confdence threshold. Te reason can be attributed that the

Table 5: Te details of simulation datasets.

Dataset Data size (Kb) Number of items Average items per transaction Number of total transactions
Mushroom 365 23 13 8,124
Nursery 1,035 9 9 12,960
Chess 241 36 36 3,196
DS1 2,168 45 40 8,546
DS2 3,286 62 43 8,412
DS3 5,864 80 62 19,854

Input: PARs, NARs;
Output: a set of nonredundant PNARs;

(1) PNARs�∅;
(2) For (any rules r in PARs or NARs)
(3) Begin
(4) If (r is a type of A⇒B) Ten
(5) For (any rule A⇒B′)
(6) If (B’⊆B) Ten Delete rule A⇒B′ From PARs;
(7) ElseIf (r is a type of A⇒¬B′) Ten
(8) For (any rule A⇒¬B)
(9) If (B’⊆B) Ten Delete rule A⇒¬B From NARs;
(10) ElseIf (r is a type of ¬A⇒B) Ten
(11) For any rule ¬A⇒B′
(12) If (B’⊆B) Ten Delete rule ¬A⇒B′ From NARs;
(13) ElseIf (r is a type of ¬A⇒¬B′) Ten
(14) For any rule ¬A⇒¬B
(15) If (B’⊆B) Ten Delete rule ¬A⇒¬B From NARs;
(16) End
(17) PNARs� PARs ∪ NARs;
(18) Return PNARs;
(19) End.

ALGORITHM 2: Pruning redundant of PNARs (PNARs_P).

Table 6: Te values of diferent minimum confdence.

Datasets
mc1 mc2

minconf_P minconf_NH minconf_NL minconf_P minconf_NH minconf_NL
Mushroom 0.70 0.57 0.42 0.68 0.56 0.42
Nursery 0.56 0.56 0.44 0.58 0.48 0.40
Chess 0.72 0.68 0.48 0.72 0.58 0.44
DS1 0.62 0.62 0.45 0.60 0.52 0.41
DS2 0.74 0.64 0.46 0.71 0.60 0.52
DS3 0.70 0.56 0.42 0.72 0.52 0.40
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Figure 1: Number of association rules comparison with diferent minimum confdences. (a) Mushroom. (b) Nursey. (c) Chess. (d) DS1.
(e) DS2. (f ) DS3.

Table 7: Number comparison of mined rules on diferent datasets.

Algorithm
Confdence setting Chess DS3

P_mc/minconf_P N_mc/minconf_NH minconf_NL PARN NARN PARN NARN

Approach in reference [54]
0.90 0.10 — 1,076 171 1,224 14,457
0.85 0.15 — 1,076 211 1,316 15,784
0.80 0.20 — 1,076 241 1,415 16,996

Tis study
0.90 0.60 0.30 1,085 107 1,108 6,322
0.85 0.55 0.40 1,088 131 1,239 6,041
0.80 0.55 0.40 1,190 182 1,301 6,401
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PNARs_M flters some rules and limits them joining into
PNARs with appropriate confdence threshold setting. In
particular, all of the pruning ratios are greater than ffty percent,
and the pruning rate on themushroom is evenmore than 82.5%
when the confdence is equal to 0.15. On the whole, the pro-
posed method can reduce the number of redundant PNARs by

over 70.1% with experimental datasets, indicating the better
performance of the proposed pruning strategy. In this way, the
experimental results show that the proposed pruning algorithm
can reduce the number of those meaningless rules.

To further describe the performance of the proposed
pruning algorithm, we defne the concept of “accuracy” to
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Figure 2: Number of association rules comparison after pruning with diferent minimum correlations.
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describe the ratio of the useful association rules to the total
mined rules. In detail, it can be defned as accuracy� 1 − nuseful/
ntotal, where npruning is the number of useful mining rules; ntotal
is the number of total mining rules. It is obvious that accuracy
refects the efciency of useless rules pruning. Table 9 lists the
accuracy of the proposed mining algorithm.

It is obvious from Table 9 that the accuracy of the useful
rules is higher, indicating that many useless rules have been
removed from the mined result. Consequently, the proposed
strategy has better efectiveness and adaptability with dif-
ferent sizes and characteristics of datasets. In addition, it
takes a little extra time when mining association rules, in-
dicating its high efciency.

4.5.3. Simulation and Analysis for Comprehensive Mining
Approach. To comprehensively test the performance of the
proposed mining approach, it is compared with the existing
algorithms in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure.
Furthermore, the rules extracted from the dataset are di-
vided into true positives, false positives, true negatives, and
false negatives according to the measures above. By referring
the defnitions in reference [24, 25], precision, recall, and F-
measure are redefned according to usability of mined rules
as follows: precision is expressed as the number of relevant
mind rules divided by the number of total retrieved rules; recall
can be described as the number of relevant mind rules divided
by the number of total relevant rules; and F-measure can be
regarded as the twice value of (precision∗ recall)/(pre-
cision+ recall). Te comparisons of the algorithms based on
average values on diferent datasets are shown in Table 10,
where TP rate is the rate of true positives and FP rate is the rate
of false positives (instances falsely extracted as a rule).

Te values given in Table 10 are calculated by comparing
the results of the algorithms for extracting association rules
with the real rules that are used by the expert of the domain,
from where as can be seen that, higher precision, recall, and
F-measure for the proposed approach indicate that the al-
gorithm has extracted more useful rules, compared with
other approaches.

5. Application with Social Insurance Fund
Auditing Data Using Proposed Association
Rule Mining Framework

As a complex and systematic task, audit is regarded as one
particularly important work in promoting economic and
social development. In recent years, big data auditing has

gradually become a new auditing paradigm, bringing us
not only the changes in auditing methods but also the
comprehensive transformation of the audit mode. Te
application of association rule mining technology in the
audit feld can provide auditors with abnormal in-
formation and therefore improve audit capability and
efciency.

5.1. Insurance Fund Auditing Data Mining Framework with
Association Rule. Te insurance fund data used in this
study involves more than several hundred-thousand
people from eight provinces in China, including em-
ployee profles, basic annuities insurance premium pay-
ment information, retirees’ basic information, and so on.
Te datasets are rich in information with various types of
data formats. In this way, a framework of association rule
mining in auditing is proposed in this study, as can be seen
in Figure 3. First, the relevant insurance fund data are
gathered, and the quality of the data is verifed. Generally,
the assembled data contain missing or incomplete attri-
butes, noise (containing errors or outlier values that
deviate from what is expected), and data inconsistencies.
Terefore, the collected data must be cleaned and
transformed before it can be utilized in data mining

Table 8: Te pruning rate (%) on diferent datasets with diferent confdence thresholds.

Confdence threshold
Mushroom Nursery Chess DS1 DS2 DS3

minconf_P minconf_NH minconf_NL
0.15 0.50 0.25 82.5 81.6 78.4 82.3 81.6 79.4
0.30 0.55 0.30 78.5 76.3 75.4 76.3 70.5 74.2
0.45 0.60 0.35 76.3 72.5 71.4 70.6 68.5 64.3
0.60 0.65 0.40 72.1 68.5 65.8 65.7 60.9 60.1
0.75 0.70 0.45 74.3 70.2 63.4 60.8 60.4 50.7
0.90 0.75 0.50 75.4 72.6 65.5 64.5 66.6 57.7

Table 9: Te accuracy on diferent datasets with diferent conf-
dence thresholds.

Confdence threshold
DS1 DS2 DS3

minconf_P minconf_NH minconf_NL
0.15 0.50 0.25 92.6 89.9 85.6
0.30 0.55 0.30 93.1 92.5 92.5
0.45 0.60 0.35 90.3 90.6 90.2
0.60 0.65 0.40 94.4 88.7 92.1
0.75 0.70 0.45 86.9 92.3 82.4
0.90 0.75 0.50 92.5 94.3 87.5

Table 10: Performance comparison of average precision, recall,
and F-measure with diferent datasets.

Algorithm TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-measure
Apriori [19] 0.53 0.31 0.56 0.91 0.69
PNARM [54] 0.56 0.30 0.54 0.93 0.68
CBPNARM [26] 0.73 0.02 0.94 0.92 0.93
CARM [24] 0.79 0.01 0.97 0.94 0.95
Tis study 0.78 0.01 0.99 0.95 0.97
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systems in order to produce better-quality results. In-
surance fund data cleaning involves several processes,
such as flling in missing values, smoothing noisy data,
identifying or removing outliers, and resolving in-
consistencies. Ten, the cleaned datasets are transformed
into a form of relation table that is suitable for audit data
mining. After data preprocessing is complete, feature
infuence factors are extracted using a frequent item
mining algorithm (seen in the next subsection). After this,
we compute the support and confdence between feature
factors to mine positive and negative rules (PNARs_M
Algorithm). Ten, the PNARs pruning strategy
(PNARs_P algorithm) is applied to exclude those re-
dundant association rules. Te ultimate rules set will be
obtained as the fnal step. Once the rules are accepted by
the auditing institutions, they are going to be new po-
tential auditing rules and be added to the audit in-
formation repository for fnding auditing clues.

5.2. Audit Features Infuence Factors Mining. Te audit
feature describes the facts and current situation of auditing
transactions. Audit feature impact factors are elements that
play an important role in audit feature description. For
example, “high individual base payment” is a feature in
social insurance fund auditing, and its impact factors that
infuence this feature may include “his/her administrative
position” and “his/her age.” In general, the most critical step
in extracting audit impact factors is to fnd those frequent
itemsets satisfying the minimum support degree and min-
imum confdence degree from audit datasets.

Te main way to fnd auditing features from social in-
surance data in this study is to seek out attributes that satisfy
the minimum support threshold using the frequent itemsets
mining algorithm. Li et al. [16] proposed a hash-based al-
gorithm, called DHP, for frequent item discovery. It is ef-
fective in the generation of candidate itemsets for large 2-
itemsets. However, with the size of transaction data

Data cleaning and
transformation

Positive and negative
association rules pruning

Audit
transactions set

Audit Features Inf luence Factors
Mining Algorithm based on the

Hash function

Audit
Features

Audit features inf luence
factor extraction

Positive and negative
association rules mining

Positive & Negative Association Rules
Mining Algorithm based on Triple

Confidence & Correlation

Raw Data
(Insurance Fund

Data)

Potential audit rules

Pruning Redundant Positive &
Negative Association RuLes

Algorithm

Audit information
repository

(AFIFM_H)

(PNARs_M)

(PNARs_P)

Figure 3: Auditing data mining framework with association rule.
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increasing, the possibility of hash collisions greatly increases,
thus resulting in a lower efciency of the algorithm. To
address this problem, we propose a minimal hashing and
pruning algorithm to reduce the potential collisions and thus
improve the mining efciency.

Suppose there are four transactions in a database and the
predefned minimum support is 50%, meaning that the
number of frequent items should be more than two. Te
minimal hashing and pruning algorithm frst scans the
database once, generating C1 and L1 subsequently, and then
generates a hash table H. Te hash function is defned as

H(x, y)� (P(x) − 1)∗ (P(y) − 1)+P(y) − P(x)∗ ((P(x) − 1))/
2 − 2, where P(x) and P(y) are the sequence numbers of x and y
in Lk − 1 separately.

All the 2-items are mapped to the hash table using the
hash function value. For example, the hash value of 2-item
{B, E} can be calculated as follows:

H(2, 5)� (2 − 1)∗ (5 − 1) + 5 − 2∗ (2 − 1)/2 − 2� 6.
In this way, the 2-item {B, E} is hashed to the sixth

position in the hash table, as can be seen in Figure 4.
In this study, we propose an audit features infuence

factors mining algorithm based on the hash function
(AFIFM_H). It greatly reduces the database scanning time
using not only hashing but also deletion. As can be seen in
Figure 4, {AD} and {CD} can be generated from transaction
100, while only one of these 2-item exists and will be re-
moved due to infrequency. In this way, {AC} is the only
candidate itemset. At the same time, the 1-itemsets {A} and
{C} are lower than the minimum support threshold,
meaning that no 3-itemset will be generated from trans-
action TID 100, and it can be deleted from the database. Te
audit features infuence factors mining algorithm can be
described as follows (see Algorithm 3):

In Algorithm 3, line (3) generates 1-item by scanning the
transactions dataset and inserts them into a hash tree with
hash function h2(x). In essence, the proposed AFIFM_H
algorithm uses a hashing function to flter out unnecessary
itemsets for the generation of the next candidate itemsets.
Temain advantage of the algorithm is that it greatly reduces
hash collisions and decreases scanning times, thus im-
proving the efciency of mining frequent itemsets.

Next, we will evaluate the time performance of the
proposed algorithm compared to the other frequent item
mining strategies: FP-Growth and DHP [55–57]. All the
experiments were performed on a server with an Intel
Pentium dual core 3.4GHz CPU, running on a Windows
Server operating system and 256GB of memory. All pro-
grams are implemented using Java version 1.8. We test and
verify the usability of our approach on a dataset consisting of
20 attributes out of which 7 are numerical and 13 are cat-
egorical with almost 50,000 transactions. Figure 5 shows the
average time cost comparisons for these three algorithms
with diferent minimum support degrees.

Te experimental results in Figure 5 show that the ex-
ecution time of FP-Growth, DHP, and AFIFM_H gradually
decrease with the increase of the minimum support
threshold. Te main reason is that more and more itemsets
satisfy the minimum support threshold when the value of
min_sup is lower for the same dataset. Terefore, the

generation of frequent items will take an increasing amount
of time as the number of rules increases. In addition, it is
worth noting that the AFIFM_H algorithm has a lower time
complexity than the other strategies. Te reason is that the
hash function reduces itemsets collision, and 2-itemsets can
be generated by frst scanning the database directly, as can be
seen that the proposed algorithm is an efcient approach for
mining frequent items because of scanning time reduction.

5.3. PNARs Mining and Pruning with Insurance Fund Data.
In this subsection, we present PNARs mining and pruning
with audit feature infuence factors in social insurance fund
data. Te experimental data used in this paper is from the
social insurance departments of eight provinces in China. To
mine positive and negative auditing rules, we design an
association rule mining application using Java programming
language, and its interface is shown in Figure 6.

Tese datasets mainly involve basic annuities insurance
premium payment information, named IC01, and retiree
basic information, named IC02. Te main felds of these
tables are listed in Tables 11 and 12, respectively. Tese
datasets are saved in independent fles according to their
source, named A_Prvns to H_Prvns, to compare association
relationships with diferent provinces.

As an example, the mining results from Tables 11 and 12
of A_Prnvs using AFIFM_H are shown in Tables 13 and 14,
respectively, where the minimum support threshold is set
to 0.2.

From the features infuence factors listed in Tables 13
and 14, we can obtain much useful information; for example,
“Basic_pension_month” is an important factor that decides
the amount of pension. At the same time, the proposed
algorithm efciency is also tested regarding access time in
audit features infuence factors mining.

5.4. Mining Results and Discussion. In the experiments, the
parameters are set as follows: min_corr� 0.25, min_conf_P�

0.65, min_conf_NH� 0.52, and min_conf_NH� 0.40.
In order to fnd fraud clues from auditing data as soon as

possible, not only positive rules but also negative rules play
an important role in social insurance fund auditing. Figure 7
presents rules number comparisons with diferent social
insurance fund datasets, including LOGIC [13], PNARC
[56], and the strategy proposed in this study.

From Figure 7, we can see that the proposed strategy
exhibits some advantage in controlling the number of
mined rules with diferent audit datasets. Te number of
PNARs mined by PNARs_M and PNARs_P is far less than
the number of those mined by PNARC and LOGIC, no
matter which dataset is used. Te main reason can be at-
tributed to the triple confdence threshold settings, and
many meaningless negative association rules with low
confdence may be excluded. Also, the proposed strategy
considers confdence intrinsic relation and the change rule,
therefore efectively controlling the mined rules quantity. It
will neither miss those interesting association rules nor
produce too many association rules with low reliability. In
this way, the approach in this study has great advantages in
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controlling the rules number and ensuring their interests
compared with methods in references [58–60]. Compared
with the other approaches, the proposed method can re-
duce the number of redundant PNARs by average 78.5%
with audit data mining.

At the same time, auditors usually pay much attention to
the efectiveness and feasibility of mined rules, which can be
measured by the fraud clues number that is found. Tose
audit fraud clues can help auditors quickly distinguish ab-
normal instances from insurance fund data, thus further

identifying them accurately. Table 15 presents the ratios
comparison of the number of fraud clues to mined rules.

From Table 15, it is obvious that ratios of the fraud clues
number to mined rules are a little diferent among the eight
datasets with the same model. We can observe that most of
the rules mined from the proposed strategy are regarded as
fraud clues by the auditors compared to previous studies,
such as LOGIC [13] and PNARC [56]. Furthermore, the
average ratio of 89% mined rules can help the auditors
identify abnormal samples, improving the efciency of
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Figure 4: An example of searching for frequent itemsets.

Input: Insurance fund database D; min_sup;
Output: Frequent 1-itemset L1; 2-itemset hash table H2; Frequent 2-itemset L2;

(1) Begin
(2) H2 �∅
(3) For all transactions t ∈D
(4) Count 1-item occurrences and insert them into a hash tree;
(5) For all 2-subsets x of t do
(6) H2[h2(x)]++;
(7) L1 � {c|c.count≥min_sup};
(8) C2 � L1∗ L1;
(9) For all candidates 2-itemsets c
(10) If c ∈ C2 and H2[h2(C)]<min_sup Ten
(11) Delete c from C2;
(12) Scan the database and count each 2-item;
(13) L2 � {c|c.count≥min_sup;
(14) End.

ALGORITHM 3: Audit features infuence factors mining algorithm based on the hash function (AFIFM_H).
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insurance fund data auditing. On the one hand, the pro-
posed strategy reduces the association rules number by the
reasonable minimum confdence settings. On the other
hand, the pruning method further eliminates those mean-
ingless rules while the previous studies have not involved,
indicating its higher efciency and better performance than
previous studies. Based on the analysis above, the proposed
algorithms not only discover positive association rules but
also negative rules among the properties. Nearly all the
mined rules are meaningful to auditing, which can improve
audit quality.

A part of the mined rules is analyzed as follows:

(1) <Individual_pay_amount, Transferred_social_
pooling ⇒Contribution_percentage_type>

In the mining procedure, three frequent itemsets are
found: “Individual_pay_amount,” “Transferred_
social_pooling,” and “Contribution_percentage_
type.” Te implicit association relation is “Indi-
vidual_pay_amount, Transferred_social_pooling
⇒Contribution_percentage_type.” Tis can be
interpreted as attribute “Transferred_social_
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Figure 5: Execution time comparisons with diferent min_sup.

Figure 6: Te interface of the proposed association rule mining approach.
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pooling” and “Transferred_social_pooling” in
Table 12 mean the social pooling from corporate
contributions; and the corresponding feld
“Contribution_percentage_type” can be acquired;
then the association relation between them is the
rule for audit analysis.

(2) <Contribution_month, Average_contribution_index,
Payment_term, Retirement_date⇒Basic_pension_
month>
“Contribution_month,” “Average_contribution_index,”
“Payment_term,” “Retirement_date,” and “Basic_
pension_month” are frequent itemsets found sat-
isfying the minimum support threshold. Also, the rule
“Contribution_month, Average_contribution_index,
Payment_term, Retirement_date⇒Basic_pension”

Table 11: Fields of insurance premium payment information (IC01).

Field Type Description
Corporate_ID Char(20) Corporate ID
Personal_ID Char(18) Personal ID
Payment_term Char(10) Payment term
Date_org DateTime Te expiry date of organization deposit
Payer_type Char(10) Te type of payer
Date_indiv DateTime Expiry date of individual deposit
Crate_enterprise Decimal(8, 2) Enterprise contribution rate
Crate_individual Decimal(8, 2) Individual contribution rate
Amount_corporate Decimal(8, 2) Amount of corporate contribution
Amount_individual Decimal(8, 2) Amount of individual contribution
Avg_wage Decimal(8, 2) Average monthly wage
Transferred_social_pooling Decimal(8, 2) Transferred to pooling
Time_con DateTime Actual contribution time
. . . . . . . . .

Memo_p Text Other important personal information

Table 12: Fields of retiree basic information (IC02).

Field Type Description
Corporate_ID Char(20) Corporate ID
Personal_ID Char(18) Personal ID
Personal_name Char(12) Personal name
Personal_tel Char(11) Personal phone
Address Char(20) Address
Bank_account Char(22) Bank account
Basic_pension_month Decimal(8, 2) Basic pension each month
Retirement_type Char(12) Retirement type
Average_contribution_index Decimal(8, 2) Average contribution index
Date_Retire Date Date of retirement
Accounts_individual Decimal(8, 2) Deposit amount of individual accounts
Interest_individual Decimal(4, 2) Interest rate for calculation of individual accounts
Contribution_time DateTime Actual contribution time
. . . . . . . . .

Memo_p Text Other important personal information

Table 13: Feature infuence factors mining from A_Prvns_IC01.

Feature Support threshold
Payment_term 0.37
Payer_type 0.31
Individual_pay_base 0.29
Individual_pay_amount 0.28
Transferred_social_pooling 0.27
Contribution_from_corporate 0.27
Contribution_percentage_type 0.26
Social_spooling_from_corporate 0.26
Date_social_spooling_from_corporate 0.25
Inter_annual_interest_social_transferred 0.25
Annual_interest_social_spooling_transferred 0.24
Pament_type 0.24

Table 14: Feature infuence factors mining from A_Prvns_IC02.

Feature Support threshold
Basic_pension_month 0.36
Treatment_Date 0.35
Retirement_Type 0.32
Retirement_Date 0.31
Contribution_month 0.30
Retirement_date_basic_pension 0.29
Average_Contribution_Index 0.26
Total_Amount_When_Retire 0.25
Percentage_Amount_Basic_Pension 0.25
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can be interpreted as the “Contribution_month,”
“Average_contribution_index,” “Payment_term,” and
“Retirement_date” are the most important factors for
“Basic_pension_month.” In this way, writing errors
and calculation errors may result in the wrong indi-
vidual basic pension, which can be regarded as an
important clue in auditing.

(3) <Individual_account⇒Personal_ID>
Tis is a useful association rule, indicating the re-
lation between the “Individual_account” and “Per-
sonal_ID.” In practice, a unique individual account
corresponds to a personal_ID. Once a rule like
<Individual_account⇒Personal_ID> is mined, in-
dicating that an “Individual_account” is mapping to
more than one “Personal_ID,” this signifes an audit
clue of duplicate Personal_ID.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Currently, data mining-based auditing is playing a more and
more important role in the government supervisory system
and has caused increasing attention all around the world.
Nevertheless, the lack of means to mine the hidden audit

clues behind the data, the difculty of fnding increasingly
hidden cheating techniques caused by the electronic and
networked environment, and the inability to solve the
quality defects of the audited data are very common cur-
rently. Terefore, it is a great challenge for auditors to fnd
any relevant faults or mistakes when facing large-scale and
complex datasets [61, 62]. Particularly in PNARsmining, the
existing confdence threshold values setting methods are
more difcult to control the number of low-reliable rules
mining and miss the interesting rules under the traditional
framework of relevance-support-confdence. If the value of
the rule confdence threshold is set too high, many useless
and worthless will be mined; while if the value is set too low,
some valuable and important rules may be missed. To solve
the above problem, this paper proposes an improved PNARs
mining framework, including a positive and negative as-
sociation rule mining algorithm based on triple confdences
and minimum correlation, and a PNARs prune algorithm
combined with inclusion relation of rules’ antecedent and
consequent. Te results of the proposed algorithms are
compared with other similar algorithms and outperforms
the existing algorithms in terms of rule number and other
metrics, including precision, recall, and F-measure. In ad-
dition, the proposed association rules mining framework is
particularly suitable to apply in the fle of big data auditing
because of its special data features. Using the proposed
association rules mining schema, auditors can easily perceive
the hidden relation among the social insurance fund
auditing data, therefore facilitating fraud clues fnding by
narrowing the range of confdence settings. On the one
hand, the triple confdence threshold efectively reduces the
generation of invalid rules mining in audit data, and on the
other hand, the pruning algorithm further removes those
redundant rules. Furthermore, its application in audit data
mining can quickly discover diferent kinds of errors, ir-
regularities, and illegal acts; therefore, the efciency of audit
work could be improved. Te application in Chinese social
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Table 15: Ratios comparison of the number of fraud clues to
mined rules.

Datasets PNARC LOGIC Tis study
A_Prvns 40 64 88
B_Prvns 36 51 92
C_Prvns 32 48 91
D_Prvns 34 52 92
E_Prvns 35 52 85
F_Prvns 34 50 93
G_Prvns 37 48 89
H_Prvns 33 50 81
Average 35 52 89
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insurance fund data auditing shows better performance than
traditional approaches in both accuracy and efciency, re-
ducing the number of redundant PNARs by over 70.1% with
experimental datasets and average 78.5% with auditing data
mining, respectively.

Nonetheless, the article has several possible extensions in
the near future. One is to optimize the association rules
pruning algorithm by discovering the hidden inclusion
relation between itemsets from the perspective of semantic
analysis, which can further improve the mined rules quality.
Te other is to provide a method for determining the rules’
specifc support value depending on context and utility.
Tese can help enhance the reliability and accuracy of as-
sociation rules mining results. Also, we wish to conduct
experiments on other real datasets and compare the per-
formance of our strategy with other related algorithms, such
as data in commercial bank auditing and fnancial auditing.

Appendix

Theorem A.12. Let I be a set of items, A⊆ I, B⊆ I, and
A∩B�∅, min_corr is the minimum correlation threshold,
rule ¬A⇒B is a strong negative association rule mined using
algorithm PNARs_M. If there also exists a valid negative
association rule ¬A⇒B′ in NARs satisfying B′ ⊆B, then
¬A⇒B′ is a redundant rule of ¬A⇒B.

Proof. Tere are two cases when ¬A⇒B′ is a strong neg-
ative association rule: |sup(A) − sup(B)|≥ εmin and |
sup(A) − sup(B)|≤ εmin.

When |sup(A) − sup(B)|≥ εmin, it is necessary to explain
that ¬A⇒B′ can be concluded from a strong association
rule ¬A⇒B. Te authors have to prove the following two
inequalities: conf(¬A⇒B′)≥minconf_NH and corr(¬A,
B′)≤ − min_corr.

(1) It is easy to show that conf(¬A⇒B′)≥min_conf_NH
according to Defnition 7. We know that B’⊆B, then
t(B′)⊇ t(B), where t(x) is the transactions including
itemset x. At the same time, it is evident that
¬A ∪ B′ ⊆¬A ∪ B; t(A ∪ ¬B′)⊇ t(A∪¬B). In this
way, conf(¬A⇒B′)� P(¬A ∪ B′)/P(¬A)≥ P(A ∪
¬B)/P(¬A)� conf(¬A⇒B)≥minconf_NH.

(2) Meanwhile, corr(¬A, B)≤ − min_corr according to
Defnition 7. Tat is to say, corr(¬A, B)�

P(¬A ∪ B) − P(¬A)P(B)≤ − min_corr. According to
Defnition 5, corr(¬A, B′)� P(¬AB′) − P(¬A)P(B′),
and P(¬AB′)≥P(¬AB), P(B′)≥ P(B) for the reason
that B′ ⊆B. In this way, corr(A, B′)� P(¬AB′) −

P(¬A)P(B′)≥ P(¬AB) − P(¬A)P(B′) ≥P(¬AB) −

P(¬A)P(B)� corr(¬A, B). Consequently, corr(¬A,
B′)≥ corr(¬A, B), and corr(¬A, B′) ≤ − min_corr
holds with the inequality corr(A, B)≤ − min_corr.

Using a similar way, it is easy to show that the rule
¬A⇒B′ can be inferred from the rule ¬A⇒B if and only if
B’⊆B when |sup(A) − sup(B)|≤ εmin, Te proof is
complete. □

Theorem A.13. Let I be a set of items, both A and B are
nonempty sets, A⊆ I, B⊆ I, and A∩B�∅, min_corr is the
minimum correlation threshold, rule ¬A⇒¬B′ is a strong
negative association rule mined using algorithm PNARs_M. If
there also exists a valid negative association rule ¬A⇒¬B in
NARs satisfying B′ ⊆B, then ¬A⇒¬B is a redundant rule of
¬A⇒¬B′.

Proof. It is necessary to prove the following inequalities
according to Defnition 7: corr(A, B)≥min_corr and
conf(¬A⇒¬B)≥minconf_P. Also, the following inequalities
hold from the given rule, corr(A, B′)≥min_corr and
conf(¬A⇒¬′B)≥minconf_P.

(1) From the known, B′ ⊆B, then P(B′)≥ P(B), P(AB′)≥
A⇒BP(AB). Ten, corr(A, B)� P(AB) − P(A)×

P(B)≥ P(AB′) − P(A) P(B)≥ P(AB′) − P(A) P(B′)�

corr(A, B′)≥min_corr.
(2) Because of B′ ⊆B, then ¬B′ ⊇¬B, that is to say,

¬B⊆¬B′, and |¬B|≥ |¬B′|, where |A| represents the
number of set A. Ten, P(¬B)≥ P(¬B′), P(¬A¬B)≥
P(¬A¬B′).

According to Defnition 7, conf(¬A⇒¬B)� P(¬A¬B)/
P(¬A)≥ P(¬A¬B′)/P(¬A)� conf(¬A⇒¬B′)≥min_conf_P.

From (1) and (2), as can be concluded that ¬A⇒¬B is
a redundant rule of ¬A⇒¬B′ for any itemset B′ satisfying
B′ ⊆B.

Te proof is complete. □
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